
           HISTORY OF THE BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF VICTORIA. 

FORWARD. 

This History of the Budgerigar Council of Victoria was commissioned by the current Council 2014 as a 

chronological document to record the journey taken by many individuals over a vast number of 

years. We felt it necessary to document this journey and record the achievements made from the 

beginning of the formation of Clubs, Societies, to the arrival of a Standard for the Budgerigar for 

breeding colour expectations, and Show purposes. It was suggested in 2001 in a small letter to the 

Editor, that a sub-committee be formed to put together a history of the Budgerigar in this State as to 

varieties appearing and Societies coming and going. So it has finally happened. If it is shown to be 

incomplete it is a very simple process in this modern electronic age to update. The Budgerigar 

Council of Victoria is grateful to the contributions of historic material that has been used to collate 

the History in which any shortcomings maybe rectified and other matters included as they become 

known. 

1886. 

Formation of the Victorian Canary, Budgerigar & Caged Bird Society. 

 This was the oldest bird club in Australia. Some history I believe can be traced through the Victorian 

cage bird society. 

1933. 1935. 

In August 1933 the Budgerigar Club of N.S.W. in association with the Royal Zoological Society of 

N.S.W. conceived the idea of the creation of an Australasian Budgerigar Council, representative of 

Budgerigar Breeders in each of the States for the purpose of making an effort to overcome the 

disabilities associated with the fancy as well as providing a Standard for existing and new varieties 

created here and not found in any other parts of the World. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The proposal met with a ready response at an informal meeting in Melbourne September 6th. 1933.  

One resolution was arrived at.  That in the opinion of this meeting the time is opportune for the 

formation of an Australasian Budgerigar Council for the purpose of fixing a Standard for the 

Budgerigar and to consider any other matters relating to the breeding development exhibiting and 

judging of this bird.  

A further resolution requesting the various Budgerigar Societies in each State and New Zealand to 

appoint representatives to give effect to the agreed resolution.  That conference took place on 

October 25th. 1933. State represented were N.S.W., S.A., Tasmania, Victoria. A constitution was 

drawn up and the Council became an established fact. Subsequently Queensland and New Zealand 

appointed representatives and the arduous task of compiling a Standard of perfection was entered 

up. A tentative standard was first prepared and this was submitted to the various affiliated societies 

in each State, of course many suggestions, amendments and proposals were submitted. The evolving 

of the standard was a slow tedious task. Finally the differences of were ironed out and the council 

was in a position to submit to fanciers throughout the world the considered opinion of the leaders of 

the fancy in Australia as to what constitutes the ideal bird of all recognized varieties of the 

budgerigar. Absolute unanimity was not achieved with S.A. choosing to withdraw at the last minute. 

Neville Cayley esq. at the time the celebrated Australian artist , and well known authority  on 

ornithology prepared the colour charts as agreed  and drew the accepted standard pictorial. Whilst 

some slight alterations to the World’s existing standards have been found essential, in order to 

provide classifications for varieties peculiar to Australasia, such a departure must not be construed 

in the light of an estrangement from accepted ideas; but rather as an earnest endeavour to cater for 

all varieties. It is the keen desire of Australasian fanciers to cooperate with kindred bodies and assist 

in any matters affecting the culture of the Budgerigar. Also in Victoria there was the formation of the 

Metropolitan Budgerigar & Cage Bird Society. There were Annual Shows held in Melbourne around 

this era. The Tasmanian Society held their first Annual Show.  

The late George Manallack from Bendigo wrote in Budgie news in 1990 as to a query about the 

oldest Budgerigar Society in Australia. He stated he had been a continuous member of the Bendigo 

Budgerigar & Cage Bird Society since 1934 and in his belief the Society had been operating for a few 

years before his joining.   

1935. 

Formation of the Hawthorn District Budgerigar Society. The Victorian Society organised an open 

Show in the Melbourne Town hall for 1935 /6 which was judged by Mr. Tom Jones. 

1937. 

South Suburban Cage Bird & Budgerigar Society founded, along with existing Societies, such as 

Geelong, Coburg, Footscray, Northern Districts, and The Victorian. Australian Cage Birds magazine 

reported the arrival of the first Crested budgerigars in an aviary of the Mathews in Kogarah.  



1938. 

Formation of Northcote & District Budgerigar Society.  At this stage Budgerigars were shown in 6 

sections and 22 classes. Sections being Old Budgerigars. Young Budgerigars. Pairs. Hens. Selling Class 

& Ladies class. Budgies an Annual major attraction at the Royal Melbourne Show. 

1940. 

First Royal Show. Spitfire appeal. Entry 10 cents each. Trophy valued at $6.30. Sale class entry $1.00 

Trophy $100.00.  Average wage $9.00.  Unconfirmed and only a note to verify. There was a 

combined Metropolitan and Northern Suburbs Society Show in aid of the Red Cross. 350 birds 

benched for the three Judges Mrs. Harrison, Mr. H. Heath, Mr. F. Gardner. Held at the Independent 

Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne. Most Societies were in recess during the war. 

1943. 

After a lengthy duration from 1935 until now a meeting was agreed by all Societies to be convened 

to form a Victorian budgerigar council. 

1944. 

Monday 14th. February a conference of Bird Societies was held at the Temperance Hall Melbourne.. 

Two Delegates and the Secretary from all active Societies were present for the first time in History. 

Objective; To clarify all existing known varieties, and classify new varieties of Budgerigars. Also that 

a meeting of all Societies / Clubs, be continued on a monthly basis, enabling a controlling body to be 

formed. The main purpose was to draft an even classification for all Societies to adhere to so 

members visiting any other Society would know exactly the class to enter their birds, also with a 

common judging standard everyone could relate to. This was the start of our now most successful 

Budgerigar Council. It was known as ; The Victorian Cage Bird & Budgerigar Council.  Seven Societies 

were affiliated at this time. Victorian, Hawthorn, Metropolitan, Northcote districts, Footscray, 

Coburg and South suburban..  The first ring Order was sourced from Sydney. 1,500 rings at a farthing 

each. ( Quarter of a penny, or a quarter of a cent each.)  Annual Shows were held at the Exhibition 

Buildings Carlton, attracting at the first Show an entry of 385 birds. 

1951. 

The Council decided to operate as a Budgerigar Council only and the Cage bird section was deleted. 

Affiliated Clubs were Colac, Coburg, Hawthorn, Metropolitan, Northern districts, Northern Tasmania, 

South suburban, Tasmania, Victoria, Geelong, and Corio. So The Budgerigar Council of Australia was 

founded. This then became the Official Victorian Governing body for Budgerigar Societies. The 

constitution was duly amended by a sub committee of Mrs. Harrison, messrs. Selford, Carter, 

Sitlington, and Gardner. President; Mr. Sitlington.  Also the Judges school commenced. A standard 

and a colour chart were also adopted. A ring making machine was procured. Mr. Armstead supplied 

the aluminium tube and also maintained the machine and Messers. Carter, Evans, and Hughes 

manufactured the rings. Maybe these gentlemen had aspirations to become the governing body for 

the whole of Australia. 

 



1954. 

Bendigo held their first Diploma Show. Records do not indicate if it was a B.C.A. sanctioned show or 

not. Any-way it was their first official recorded Diploma Show.  

 

 

 

1956. 

Mr. Frank Gardner elected President. Mr Stitlington retired after 10 years in office.  Show cage 

drinkers designed manufactured in cast aluminium and thousands sold. Council now had 47 affiliated 

Clubs with a total of 2,650 members.  Council meetings were run by delegates 2 from each Club. 

Monthly bulletins printed distributed by mail. U.B.C. & Young Bird Shield Competitions Annually. The 

U.B.C. Shield Competition named after Mr.L.Stitlington. 

1957. 

In August this year the Council in their wisdom amended the name classifications of Budgerigars and 

expect all Societies and members to follow suit. We realise that it will take time but a word here 

should assist. The wording Old Birds is very misleading and people at Shows expect to see birds on 

crutches and in wheel chairs.  

The adopted names for birds now are; Adult Birds are all birds over the young bird classes. 

Young Birds are current year birds, having attained the plumage of Adult Birds. On the 30th. Of June, 

June each year, these birds, irrespective of age (including late bred U.B.C’s) become Adult Birds.  

Unbroken Caps. On the first of July each year new rings are issued. The birds rung are Unbroken 

Caps until they malt at varying times up to four months. After this moult they become young birds. 

1958. 

Rings manufactured and anodised, and numbered by an outside source, because of the high volume 

now reached. Distribution numbers for the ring issue 188,000. Hawthorn Society, the top Club with 

membership of 310. Griffith Budgerigar & Cage Bird Society held their First Annual Open Show at the 

Griffith Show Grounds. 

1959. 

Ring issue numbers up on the previous year with 170,000 ordered in the first three months. At one 

pound ten shillings per 100.( Equivalent average 2 cents a ring.) Rings ordered 200,000.                   

The Council recommended the Constitution be made smaller and easier workable with less 

amendments cluttering up the efficiency of the working body. Duly agreed and the rules became 

operative in May 1959. 

1960. 



 Due to demand, rings ordered were 250,000. A record. A big Show was planned for 1960 / 61. The 

show to be staged at the Exhibition Buildings. To kick off Moomba in conjunction with, and to aid the 

blind & retarded children Institute. Expected trophy value to exceed eight hundred pounds. 

Suddenly cancelled by the powers to be at the Blind Institute, so it never went ahead. 

1961. 

55 Societies were affiliated with the B.C.A. in February of this year. 4,000 Rules & Standard Books 

were printed to a new Standard , to be distributed to the current members. At the October monthly 

management meeting the format was changed to a manageable committee of eight instead of the 

fourty plus delegates. It was deemed more practical to arrive at an agreeable opinion of all 

management issues pertaining to the running of the fancy. The first committee was, Frank Gardner, 

Harold Heath, Bill Munday, Ted Raven, Evan Stafford, Dave Bassett, Frank Dohrman, and John 

English. They still reported to the delegates at regular meetings, who then took the information back 

to their respective society’s. 

1962. 

We now had achieved a National standard colour for rings. This being red. Roy Thompson the B.C.A. 

official ring registrar, at the time reported that in July he had issued his one millionth ring, a great 

achievement while holding that position. 

A new standard was issued including historical notes on varieties, colours and markings. It was 

jointly issued by the Australasian Budgerigar Society and The Budgerigar Council of Australia. It was 

then to be updated every five years by the B.C.A. (Victoria.) 

October 1962 was the tenth anniversary of the running of the U.B.C. Shield. As is now only variety 

class individual awards are handed out. This Show was held in Warragul. Twenty eight Clubs 

competed. This year there were sixty four Diploma Shows with approximately 1,350 financial 

members registered. 

1965. 

Twenty three Societies participated in the Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield where the new scoring 

method was introduced, and accepted positively.  The Adult bird Shield was poorly supported with 

only two Societies competing and only 100 birds benched. 

1966. 

52 Clubs affiliated with the B.C.A.  Numbers continue to decline at the Royal Melbourne Show with 

only 307 exhibits. Shield Show numbers increased to 700. 

1967. 

February. Bayside Club held a two day Show at Chadstone Shopping Centre which was very 

successful as a show and also in the promotion of the Hobby. 

It was noticed at the management meetings that Delegates irregularly turned up for meetings, some 

said a lot and did nothing, others said nothing, and did nothing, while a few said a little and did a lot 



and were always there to be relied on. Major conversation for the first time was Plastic cages. Still 

are being debated. The Royal Melbourne Show entries started to recede from a high of 500 down to 

255. As this was the shop window for the public to view the hobby the Show management in their 

wisdom raised entry fees by 100% to 0.50cents / bird. This basically destroyed the Royal Melbourne 

Show for Budgerigars as it also was a four day show and it never recovered. At the Annual Griffith 

Bird Show at the Show Grounds in Griffith N.S.W. a meeting between Sydney and Melbourne 

budgerigar fanciers who were exhibiting there, prompted by the Griffith members, convened to 

explore and discuss the formation of a national body and the running of a National competition. 

Many points were discussed ranging from the written standards of the various States, (five different 

ones were in existence) different show cages, and the difference in the scale of points allocated to 

the birds from State to State. All agreed that these differences would need to be resolved first and it 

would then allow a way towards the running of a truly National Show.  

1968. 

Rings are on the decline with 50,700 sold, compared with the halcyon days of the late 50’sand early 

60’s . Australia exported a record 20,000 tonne of bird seed to England this year.  Because of 

declining numbers, Clubs were encouraged to amalgamate. General consensus was better meetings, 

better financial situations, and less duplicating of administrations duties. 

History was made after the Griffith Annual Show when the five delegates from Vic. & N.S.W. took 

the results of their meeting back to their respective governing bodies and convinced them a National 

Standard and eventual Competition would be good for the hobby.  It was agreed there was no 

difference between the two standards (N.S.W. & VIC.) in practice only on paper.  

1969. 

Mr Frank Gardner retired from the Presidency of the B.C.A. after 25 years plus in the position. The 

Young Bird Shield was duly named The Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield in recognition of the 

wonderful service Mr. Gardner had already given to the development and advancement of the 

Budgerigar Hobby in Victoria. 

1970. 

Still 45 Clubs affiliated with the B.C.A.  The Budgerigar Council of Australia decided to hold a 

Championship in conjunction with the Blind Institute but after progressing almost to the date was 

cancelled full stop. So the second Championship Show held in February 1971 at the Chadstone 

Shopping Centre. Open to all. There were 860 entries. It was successful but the B.C.A. Council was 

very disappointed with the support or Interest in the Show that had been promised but failed to 

materialise.  They then agreed for a third Show the following year still at Chadstone. Noting to all 

members taking into account distances, that if each local member put in 4 birds there would be over 

2,400 birds benched. It was a very successful Show with 1,020 birds benched with Len Vines taking 

out Champion Bird. 

1972. 



Club reductions had begun as interest started to wane, so Vic. Metropolitan, Hawthorn, and Bayside 

merged to create Batman Budgerigar Club, which met in Caulfield. They regularly had over 100 

members at their monthly night meetings. 

1974. 

An upgrade booklet of Show Rules, Standard Bird outline, and colour classifications was released. I 

believe that it was about this year that the Council decided to change from Club Delegates attending 

monthly management meeting to a Council of twelve elected by the financial members of the Fancy 

for a three year term. As it was deemed, that it is more capable of getting things done. 

1975. 

Things were on the up. Rings. 1969. 51,700.  1970. 54,500.  1971. 59,000.  1972.  66,500.  1973. 

72,950.  1974. 76,900.   Membership up by 150 persons with four new Clubs affiliated; being Sale, 

Hay, Whyalla, & Central Districts Budgerigar Society of S.A.  Queries from Townsville, and Port Pirie 

have applied to be affiliated. 

The first Interstate Team Championship Show was held on the 25th. May. In conjunction with the 

B.C.A. Annual Championship Show, in Kensington. Exhibitors were present from Sydney and 

Adelaide. Show dates were pencilled in for Sydney 1976 & Adelaide 1977. The seed was sown for the 

formation of a National body of which all States are evenly represented which will provide a forum 

for discussion and exchange of Ideas. Providing this great country of ours, from which all Budgerigars 

the World over originally came from, a National voice in Budgerigar circles throughout the World 

and would provide a united front whenever the need arises.                                                                     

Champion Bird in Show ; D. DeMoore. 

First Interstate Challenge Results. Vic. 110 points.  S.A. 73 points. N.S.W. 48 points. (10 Classes) 

The lead up to this Challenge is documented in the A.N.B.C. History and eventuated from discussions 

by eager exhibitors and Judges at the Griffith Annual Show. 

1976. 

B.C.A. Held their Annual Championship Show and used it to select their team to go to Sydney for the 

second Interstate Competition. This was held at the Gladesville R.S.L. Youth Hall. The team was 

flown to Sydney accompanied  by Ken D’Arcy and Harry Eady. South Australia did not enter a team 

so it was a two way challenge with Vic. (B.C.A.) just winning, as written because of a mistake in the 

greywing section on N.S.W. selection. Scores; Vic. 57. Points.   N.S.W. 53. Points.   (10 Classes.)  The 

Budgerigar Society of Australasia (N.S.W. based) put out it’s fifth revision of the Original Budgerigar 

Standard and while the colour markings and general scale of points was almost identical to the 

B.C.A.’s the accepted pictorial of the bird was behind what was to be achieved here.   The Geelong 

societies U.B.C. Spring Show continues to grow in stature with over 340 entries. 

1977. 

Two B.C.V. Councillors honoured, by being appointed Life Members of The Royal Agricultural Society 

for their work in the Cage Bird section of the Show. Mr. Frank Gardner  (37 years) Mr. Harold Heath 

(36 years)  Both of these gentlemen contributed over 50 years as Judges in the fancy also.              



The Interstate Competition was held in Melbourne with South Australia being successful.  S.A.  94 

points.  N.S.W.  89 points.  Vic.  68 points.  (11Classes) Hens added. 

1978. 

B.C.A. Championship Show again held in conjunction with the Interstate Challenge. 26 February.   

There are four teams competing, and finishing in this order. Vic.  151 points.  N.S.W. 98 points.  S.A. 

89 points.  W.A. 48 points.  (11 Classes.)   

The first Official meeting was held at this Show with representatives from five (5) States and positive 

steps taken for formation of a National body with a National Standard. 

The U.B.C. Shield Show had a name change from Lionel Sitlington  to Harold Heath to Honour his 

years of service to B.C.V. as a Committee member, Judge, Secretary, Trading agent, and a tireless 

worker for the enhancement of the hobby. Also a great canary breeder. 

87,700 rings 77/78 season, up on 76/77.  84,300. Rings purchased from the U.K. as the local supplier 

could not guarantee supply. 22 Diploma’s issued, with 39 affiliated societies, incorporating 900 plus 

financial members. 

1979. 

Diamond Valley Budgerigar & Caged Bird Society was formed.    

The B.C.A. Championship Show was held at Chadstone Shopping Centre Auditorium, in February 

managing 923 birds benched. A very successful two day Show.   Discussions as to adding two extra 

classes, in the Shield competition, being Recessive pieds and fallows. Excited as to nearly 100,000 

rings issued for the year.  The Budgerigar Society of Australasia celebrated their 28th anniversary at 

the Rose Bay R.S.L. N.S.W. Co-insiding with the first National Budgerigar Convention.                      

B.C.A. registration increased to $4.00. from $2.00 from now on. Judges fees increased to $4.00 to 

cover extra expenses.     There was no documented Interstate competition this year. 

1980. 

A National convention was to be held in May, in South Australia to discuss an Australian Standard. 

Council has decided to approach all governing bodies from those States present as to an Annual 

Interstate Competition to be held on the fourth weekend in May on a rotating basis. At this one 

Victoria was not supported very well with only seven exhibitors making their birds available. Six 

zones competed with N.S.W. successful. N.S.W. 200 points.  South Australia 197 points. Victoria 164 

points. Western Australia 118 points.  South Queensland 87 points. North Queensland 84 points. 

B.C.A. were well underway with their revised Standard, and it was widely supported to proceed 

towards acceptance as the National Standard. Gerald Binks from the U.K. was the International guest 

speaker. 

B.C.A. Championship Show at Chadstone shopping Centre was a relative success again with 929 

entries. Management was disappointed with numbers of members to birds benched. It has been 

suggested that this Show be reduced to a one day Show in future. 



Eastern District Society has suggested an Adult Bird Shield be added to compliment the both the 

Young Bird Shield and the U.B.C. Shield Shows. The new Standard was accepted by Council for 

Victoria. The Pied Class is to be split into Dominant Pied and Recessive Pied to begin at the U.B.C. 

Shield Challenge Show 1981. The Fallow Class to be introduced at the U.B.C. Shield Challenge Show 

1983. 

104,900 rings issued for the year with 41 Affiliated Societies. There was an average of 30 Diploma 

Shows per year.  



 

  



1981. 

This was a very big year. The B.C.A. had 20 candidate members for the ballot to elect 12 Councillors 

to run the Hobby for the ensuing three years. Big changes were happening both in Victoria and 

Nationally. 

B.C.A. Annual Championship Show reverted to a one day Show. Requested 2,000 Budgies, with 

$1,000.00 worth of prizes up for grabs. It was a very hot day but a great result with 1,158 birds 

benched for Judging with a guest Judge from Sydney, Fred Cardona. Ray Howard had Champion 

Young bird. He also managed Grand Champion at Eastern Districts Diploma Show beating 1,263 

other entries. B.C.A. National selection held at the Kensington Town Hall. 3 Birds picked with 1 being 

reserve, for the Interstate Competition in Perth W.A. on the 16th. & 17th. May.                             

Colours being;  GREEN. BLUE. BLACKEYE.  REDEYE. GREYWING. CINNAMONWING. CLEARWING. 

OPALINE.  YELLOWFACE.  AUSTRALIAN PIED.  DANISH PIED.   HENS.   (12 Classes).                        

Results. (No Scores recorded.)  1st. S.A.   2nd. W.A.   3rd. Vic.   4th. N.S.W.   5th. Nth. Qld.    

                    The Conference with representatives from Interstate governing societies has been 

formed and titled.  THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL. (A.N.B.C.)  The A.N.B.C. is 

recommendatory and co-ordinating body only and shall not overwrite the authority of member 

bodies. 

NATIONAL SECRETARY; Appointment; Mr Brian West from North Queensland Zone has been 

appointed National Secretary for the next 3 years. 

FUNDING; The National secretary expenses are to be funded equally by the member organizations. 

RESPONSIBILITIES; He is to compile minutes of all meetings, convey information to member 

organizations as and when the need arises and present balance sheets annually. 

CONSTITUTION;  (a) Co-operation action on matters of common interest in the promotion of 

Exhibition Budgerigars.  (b) Standard policies for Exhibitions.  (c) Mutual recognition of Judges, Rings, 

disqualifications and matters of like nature.  (d)  Overseas affiliated organizations.   (e)  Standard 

which may be recognised by all member bodies.  (f)  To compile a list of Judges.  (g)  Standard 

policies for awarding of Diploma’s or similar awards.  (h)  Definition of varieties and classes.  

SHOWS;   The weekend commencing on the 4th. Saturday in May each year, each member body is 

invited to compete in the “AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS”. This show takes the same format as the 

B.C.A. Shield Competitions with 2 birds of each variety comprising a “TEAM” after pre-selection. 

LOCATION OF FUTURE SHOWS; The Australian Championships will be held in Townsville 1982, 

Melbourne 1983, and Sydney 1984. 

CLASSES;   The 12 existing Classes plus the Fallow variety to be included in 1982.  

STANDARD; B.C.A.’s Victorian 1980 standard was presented for consideration, however no 

resolution could be made as N.S.W. advised it’s Standard should be available by September and as 

there was a general leaning to that it was put on hold. THE SPANGLE VARIETY. Victoria is to establish 

a standard for this variety and the National Secretary will forward it to all member bodies for 

information / comment. 



RINGS;   National standard yearly ring colours were agreed on for the next 6 years. 

Club News Nov. / Dec.  As written.  Between West Gippsland and Myrtleford. There was a new Club. 

Mistakes. If you find mistakes in this publication, please consider that they are put there for a 

purpose. We publish something for everyone, and some people are always looking for mistakes.    

Wonder who the Grand Champion winner was in the B.C.A. at this time. 

100,000 rings issued from July to January 1982. Down 5,000 on 80 / 81. 

 

ADOPTED PICTORIAL STANDARD.   ( Revised from 1979. ) 

 

1982. 

This is the most comprehensive list of Societies I have found so because of the size I have decided to 

list them. All 44 of them with one going into recess so maybe the reduction started in this decade. 



ALBURY / WODONGA.  BALLARAT.  BATMAN.  BENDIGO.  BUDGERIGAR IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY. 

(N.S.W.)  CAMPERDOWN  / COLAC.  COBURG.  CBD. &CB. SOCIETY OF S.A. (S.A.)  CRANBOURNE.  

DIAMOND VALLEY.  EASTERN DISTRICTS.  ECHUCA.  ESSENDON.  COASTAL. (Tassie.)  GEELONG.  

GLENROY.  GRIFFITH. (N.S.W.)  HAMILTON.  HORSHAM.  KERANG.  KENSINGTON.  KYABRAM.  

LAUNCESTON. (Tassie.)  MOE.  MARYBOROUGH. (In Recess.)  MORWELL.  MOUNT GAMBIER. (S.A.)   

MYRTLEFORD.  NEPEAN.  NORTHERN SURBURBS.  NORTHERN TASMANIA. (Tassie.)  NEWCASTLE. 

(N.S.W.)  PENNINSULA.  PORT PIRIE. (S.A.)  SALE.  SOUTH GIPPSLAND.  SWAN HILL.  SUNRAYSIA.  

TASMANIA. (Tassie.)  UNITED.  WESTERN SUBURBS.  WARRNAMBOOL.  WEST GIPPSLAND.  

WANGARATTA.  

Thirty Eight Diploma Show dates applied for. Plus the B.C.A. Classic Show, two Shield Shows and the 

second Official A.N.B.C National Championship show. 

Affiliated Society THE TASMANIAN BUDGERIGR SOCIETY celebrated its 50th.ANNIVERSARY SHOW this 

year. A great achievement . Their first Show was in July 1933 in Hobart with 10 members now 

boasting 80 members. This Show was the largest ever staged in Tasmania with 536 birds benched. 

Exhibitors came from Interstate and all areas of Tassie.  

The A.N.B.C. held their second meeting in Townsville and 6 zones were represented. C.B.S. of W.A. 

B.C.A. of Vic.     B.S.S.A. of S.A.    B.S.A. of N.S.W.    QLD. STH. ZONE. Qld.    NTH. ZONE. Qld. 

Decisions / recommendations.  

(a) Fallow Variety Standard to be effective from May 1983.  (b) Points to be awarded from first 

to last. Eg. 1st. 10 points. 2nd. 9 points.  (c) Adoption of National Standard No decision 

reached, to be an agenda item for May 1983.  (d) Uniformity of ring issue date. Not agreed 

because of climatic conditions.  (e ) SPANGLE. Victorian Standard adopted. This variety as a 

class to be included from 1983.  (f) Uniformity of Show Cages. All member bodies give 

thought and add as an agenda item1983. (h)  Judges. A panel of 3 Judges are to be 

appointed by host Society after each member body nominates 1 Judge. 

Show results.  Only three Zones competed. 

1st. S.A. 215. points.        2nd. Nth. Qld. 194.  points.       3rd.  Vic. 175. Points. 

Frank Gardner wrote the Standard for the new mutation called Spangle which was sighted first 

in Traralgan Gippsland in 1976 bred by  Mr Mev Jones. He claimed that they first appeared 

around three years earlier in the aviary of Albert Richie and were passed on to him as yellow 

faced spangles which he bred with to anything and were accepted as a new variety after them 

being viewed by Frank Gardner. The Standard was accepted and the variety went ahead in leaps 

and bounds. 

1983. 

A huge year for Victoria with our first official hosting of the National Show, A.N.B.C. Meeting and 

Tasmania in their own right agreeing to enter a team bringing the entry to seven zones.  The 

B.C.A. booked the Kew Civic Centre for the weekend of birds. This Show was advertised as the 

ninth Annual Australian Championship Show. While being correct as to when Interstate Shows 



started in 1975 on quite a few occasions they were not very well supported and often combined 

with State Shows with interstate exhibitors basically showing in their own right. As can be seen 

by 1982 results above. This was essentially the first big one and a huge amount of work went 

into the weekend to make it a success. 

1. Saturday 28th. May. B.C.A. CLASSIC SHOW. Open to all Exhibitors. 

2. Sunday. (AM.) Frank Gardner YOUNG BIRD SHIELD. 

3. Sunday. (PM.) NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW. Presentation of awards. 

Expecting 1,500 to 2,000 birds for the Classic Show.  Lectures throughout the day and trade 

stand to be set up for viewing. A huge Show, and very successful. Sunday morning,  Frank 

Gardner Young Bird Shield equally successful. Sunday afternoon National Championship Show 

was also deemed successful with over 60 spectators watching the Judging, completed in three 

hours .  The First Official Judges for a National Competition with the seven ( 7 ) Zones competing  

were Harry Eady, Frank Gardner, and Ian Hunter. Victoria won from S.A. and N.S.W. third. 

1984. 

The B.C.A. Council has deemed as from the 1st. of July 1984 any person registering with B.C.A. for 

the first time will be classified as a beginner, whether a Junior, or an Adult. Existing Novice 

Members will be transferred to Intermediate Status,   for the completion of his / her term of five 

years.  i.e. If you have been a Novice for a period of one year, then you will become Intermediate 

for a further four years. Junior members with less than three years membership will be 

transferred to Beginner status.  If over three years Membership, Juniors will be transferred to 

Intermediate Status, and will remain there for a further five years.                                                               

The B.C.A. held their Classic Show at the Kensington Town Hall and the Spangle Class was added 

to the Matrix. Separate Classes for both Green & Blue, not including Double factor Spangles. 

There was no class for them. There was a very poor turnout of Exhibitors with the Show report 

bagging people for not bothering to attend.  The Council was recommended to by the Show 

Committee to suspend the Classic Show because of lack of support. This was accepted. There 

were 16 candidates for the 12 Council positions to run the B.C.A.  for the ensuing 3 years. 

Incorporation of Clubs, first mentioned, but seen as no real advantage as yet.  They also decided 

to change the way aspiring judges were selected. The old way was a school of teaching for a 

period of 14 months, generally a night a month and were then considered to be skilled enough 

to be placed on a Cadet probationary judges panel and worked their way towards a Senior 

probationary and then onto the Senior Judges Panel when deemed ready. The new way is a one 

night examination selection after a qualifying period in the hobby of breeding and exhibiting 

budgerigars. There is a written, verbal, and practical test. (Of which I passed at Western Suburbs 

nightly show, and confirmed there, only to be failed at a later date, by phone. Probably upset 

someone.) And it still stands as the official Judges entrance / test for suitability today.   The 

National Championships were held in Wollongong hosted by The Budgerigar Society of 

Australasia (N.S.W.) Victoria came second. This was the first time that the show was judged by 

three Interstate Judges. Harold Cooper (N.S.W.) Ian Hunter (Vic.) and Bill Silvertand (STH.QLD.) 

Previous to this the competition was judged by solely by local Judges. They found no difficulty 

operating as a team, as they all previously judged to different standards. Proving that no matter 



where they come from they are all looking for the best birds, they can find irrespective of 

Standards.   

1985. 

This is the first year Mrs. Margaret Bridgeman took up an appointment with the B.C.A. as the 

minute secretary at the council’s monthly meeting. The new Show Cage with thicker wire and 16 

mm. gaps between the wires was presented at the Frank Gardner Shield.  There were 113,200 

rings issued in 1984.  600 new show cages and 1,100 cage fronts sold.  B.C.A. adopted the new 

Standard which also became the A.N.B.C.s official National Standard. The National 

Championships were held in Surfers Paradise hosted by the South Queensland Budgerigar 

Society and Victoria scraped in as the winners, on what was reported as a very average show 

owing to some of the better breeders not bothering to make their birds available for selection.   

The ring issue date is revised to the 1st. of January as of next year. (1986.)  106,970 rings have 

been issued to October with limited stock left. This is up on last year.  The Mount Gambier 

Society has asked, with the ring issue being from the 1st. January each year when will a young 

bird become an Adult?  They are to be advised that birds rung with 1986 rings will be eligible to 

be shown as Young Birds until 30th. June, 1987. As stated before, Council does not see why 

members have to commence breeding early in the year just because the rings are issued earlier. 

The ring issue date has been altered to conform to the direction of the A.N.B.C.  Horsham 

Society has suggested that drinkers should be made compulsory in Show Cages to avoid 

problems with the R.S.P.C.A. Unfortunately the average person does not know Budgerigars can 

go for long periods without water. Again the Royal Melbourne Show was poorly supported. 

1986. 

A February meeting with Delegates from Metropolitan Clubs is to be held to discuss the viability 

of resuming the B.C.A.s Championship Show. A draft is prepared for the Incorporation of the 

Society but will need a 51% favourable vote by financial members at a Special General Meeting 

on the 17th. June. Council decided not to proceed with compulsory eligibility with birds from the 

Young Bird Shield for the National Championships at this time. The National Championships 

were held in Adelaide, hosted by the S.A. Society. Victoria came second. Mr. & Mrs. Kelwyn 

Kakoschke  representing S.A.  were successful in 5 classes I believe a record.  It was decided to 

hold the B.C.A. Championship Show in 1987 on March 8th. At the Kilmore Race-Course, and 

would be a family day. 

1987. 

The B.C.A. has been Incorporated the elections were not held as only the required amount of 

Councillors nominated. The Inaugural Meeting of the new Dandenong Budgerigar Society was 

held in February.  There has been two cases of ring tampering reported with one partnership 

being barred for 3 years and the other being referred to the B.S.S.A. as it issued the rings.  The 

B.C.A. Classic Show at Kilmore was a resounding success with 1,700 birds benched on a bitterly 

cold day. Victoria came second to N.S.W. at the National Competition in Perth. 102,620 rings 

issued.  The Department of Agriculture has provided information as to the delay in IMPORTING 

BUDGERIGARS again as to a lack of funding needed to complete the Spotswood live bird 

quarantine facility. 



1988. 

The B.C.A. has decided to hold the Classic Show again on the strength of last year and it will be 

at the Glenroy Technical School, in March. The ring maker is to be sounded out as to coded rings. 

This year at the Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield was the first year that all birds in competing 

teams must be available for selection in the Victorian team to contest the Golden Cob National 

Australian Championships. This year it is to be held, in Hobart Tasmania. Some likened this to 

compulsory conscription and even advocated ways to eliminate their bird but over the years 

they have been proved wrong. The B.C.A. Classic Show was not as strongly supported as the 

previous one but with some beautiful strong birds present. 947 Birds entered which was 47% 

down on the previous year. The lack of attendee’s was put down to exhibitor dominance by a 

couple of breeders at the time who insisted on showing ever-where and taking all before them, 

so an attitude developed why bother. The Nationals were held in Hobart Tasmania, and N.S.W. 

were the winners from Victoria.  This was the last time Frank Gardner attended the Shield 

named after him as he passed away at home in August of this year. As noted he was a founding 

member of the B.C.A. 1951. And a Committee member of the Metropolitan Budgerigar and Cage 

Bird Society as far back as 1936. He was a Budgerigar judge for over 50 years.  The B.C.A. Classic 

Show for 1989 was cancelled due to lack of support.  J. & R. Tanner partnership won everything 

at the Royal Melbourne Show this year, which further pointed to poor attendances at future 

Diploma and Larger Show.  

1989. 

This was a very contentious year as a new bird appeared on the bench and rumours were rife, as 

to the origin of the birds. Not only were they exceeding the current Standard they were being 

judged as better and therefore winning everywhere. Pot hunting was mentioned and the Hobby 

suffered badly because of the exhibitor’s insistence on presenting at every available Diploma 

Show even two on the one day if possible and cleaning out the Trophy tables. This caused 

exhibitors in the main to not bother to enter any birds and Shows suffered badly because of lack 

of support. From January to May one Exhibitor won 13 out of 21 Diploma Shows, and the ones 

missed were mainly Country or Tasmanian and South Australian. Then out came the chasers 

with the big money to try to get a bit of the blood line. It was a very acrimonious time. There 

were some very nasty letters written in Budgie news bordering on liable but nothing eventuated 

so in the main the case was proved but not conclusively. Thirteen Clubs competed in the Frank 

Gardner Young Bird Shield prior to the National Competition. The A.N.B.C. Annual Competition 

was held at The Yeppon Resort out from Rockhampton in North Queensland. South Queensland 

won their first and to this day their only National win. It was also agreed that all future National 

Competitions will be Judged by two panels of two Judges, replacing a panel of one of three 

Judges.  Coded rings have been mentioned and are to be put on the agenda. Then it all blew 

away and a Queensland Syndicate was given federal Government approval to import a shipment 

of birds from the United Kingdom. This was to take place in early 1990, if the Quarantine Facility 

in Spotswood Victoria was to be completed. It was a mickey mouse dumber and dumber 

building, I know as I was the co-ordinator for building and setting up the cages there and what a 

task it was.  



The Pied class was to be separated for the next National competition to be held in Melbourne.     

Seven Councillors resigned causing a special general meeting to be called. All withdrew so the 

Council business could be conducted and an early election for a new Council be called in 1990.  

1990. 

Council elections are to be held this year and support for the incumbents was pleaded from the 

editor of the Budgie news. Let’s all start to work together for the betterment of the Fancy. There 

were 25 candidates for the 12 councillor positions again with only around 30% of members 

bothering to vote. After all the discontent one would have hoped for more input. The A.N.B.C. 

Championship Show is to be held at Latrobe University with planning well underway for the last 

full weekend in May. It was a resounding success. Victoria ran out eventual winners.  There was 

still 37  affiliated Societies, with 30 Diploma Shows registered to be held. Coded rings are to be 

available in the 1991 year issue. The first legal importation of budgerigars from the U.K. arrived 

after a very convoluted quarantine rangle here and after 49 days in the quarantine centre were 

released via Henry George the consignment co-ordinator boxed up and dispatched around the 

country. Total time for this consignment of birds in quarantine was eight months. Most were in 

pretty good condition but a little on the fat side. It was noted the birds were different but also 

some were a bit on the ordinary side.  

1991. 

The vote for the change of name was again brought up as a special resolution with a 

requirement of 75% of members positive vote needed to make it happen. As per 1990 vote 

when only 30% bothered to vote. There was also a Victorian Budgerigar Importation Syndicate 

successful in the importation of birds from the U.K. but totally unsuccessful in harmonious 

dealings over the birds to a degree where the B.C.A. Inc. had to publish a report stating they 

were not and would not be party to any judge and jury actions involving the disputes within the 

syndicate and urged the members of the syndicate to resolve their dispute privately, which 

could develop into a very complex legal matter. The A.N.B.C. Annual Show is to be hosted by 

N.S.W. this year in Liverpool a suburb of Sydney. At this Show it has been agreed that to be a 

registered National Judge you have certain guide lines to adhere to and then pass an agreed test 

comprising of a written, oral and practical judging.  The B.C.A.Inc. has issued voting slips again 

for the name change to the B.C.V. to be voted on at the U.B.C.Shield. This vote was finally 

successful by a majority of 142 to 20 so the name will now be The Budgerigar Council of Victoria.  

A bit apathetic considering there was over 700 financial members. But as people are happy with 

what is offered in a Hobby success breeds success. A new constitution was written and the 

Council progressed strongly on to be the most organised and cohesive State managing body in 

Australia.  A simplistic system has been devised for the coded rings. Initial and surname first 

letter, followed by a number. First registered number 1 then number 2 and so on. Harry Eady 

resigned all positions on the B.C.A. Council after 22 years as Secretary, also doing countless 

other tasks, over that time. The Council also voted to withdraw it’s support from the Royal 

Melbourne Show Budgerigar section because of dwindling numbers of exhibitors, time the birds 

were required to be benched and access to the Show hall both benching and removing of the 

birds. Sixty five thousand rings were issued which was a good result. Probably enhanced by the 

renewed interest with the English imported budgerigars, being available to breed with or more 



likely those lucky enough to have them hoping to breed numbers to cash in on their success. This 

can be seen by the advertisments, in Budgie news that started to appear. An exhibitor organised 

a backyard auction and as the birds were passed in because of not reaching ridiculous reserves, 

most who attended ate their B.B.Q. drank their refreshments and went home empty handed 

which was the very smart thing to do. Some even opting to leave before being given a spray as 

to not realising the true value of the stock. There was no sympathy evident for the prices paid 

for English imports and the need to recoup to cover expenses.  

1992. 

This year saw the demise of one of the oldest amalgamated Clubs in Victoria with the closing of 

the Batman Budgerigar Club. Back in 1954 when the Victorian Cage Bird and Budgerigar Society 

amalgamated with the Metropolitan Club to form Vic-Met, which in turn, joined with Bayside 

and Hawthorn Clubs in 1972 to form Batman. Lack of membership and patronage were the 

reasons. The English Importations continue to come into Australia, including a few acrimonious 

syndicates, not really a big surprise as those chosen to go to the U.K. to buy the birds seem to 

look after themselves first. Clarification on that point, is just a couple of syndicates were shifty. 

There were nine imports in all with a total of just under 5,000 Budgerigars being brought in. The 

quarantine facility at Spotswood was closed to all birds after infected ostrich’s were housed 

there. It was reopened for pigeons but closed to all birds again after an outbreak of bird flue. To 

this day it has not been reopened for the importation of Budgerigars. (2014). 

Flecking has taken hold on the Show bench and it was not properly handled as in the U.K. Where 

it was outlawed. Here it is up to the Judges interpretation as to the heavier the flecking the 

heavier the penalty. So if he or she likes the bird it goes on, and it created and still does 

problems. Everyone agrees there is a place for that particular faulted bird but it is not on the 

Show bench.  It was even muted that a Class for flecking be created. The National competitions 

were held on the Gold Coast hosted by Sth.Qld. Victoria was again a worthy defender of our 

claim to have the best Budgerigars in Australia. 

1993. 

Council elections due in April this year. It was a very harmonious past three years for the council 

except for a bit of controversy as to the importation syndicates as stated above. But finally in 

their wisdom Council chose not to get involved.  It was a hard working major achieving 3 years of 

Council after a very tumultuous previous term. As of the start of the Show season there are new 

Exhibitor Status rules and a new category. Champion has been introduced and the only way you 

can show in that section is to win enough exhibitor points that are Council allocated for winning 

sections at Shows and the Shields to earn elevation to this section. Also maintaining these points 

or building on them for a period of 3 years. Failing that you are relegated back to open exhibitor. 

Ten exhibitors were eligible at the introduction. Clarification as to partnerships had to be 

resolved and it is stated that as you enter into a partnership you must show at the highest 

exhibitor status of the member, except Champion.  No individual points are carried over, and 

either member of the partnership may no longer show birds as an individual.  

Kensington/ Brunswick Budgerigar Society has been renamed and relocated to Melton, and is 

now known as Melton & District Budgerigar Society Inc. Comment is being sought by Council as 



to the introduction of an Adult Bird Shield, because of comment as to the English budgerigar 

infusion into our breeding stock taking longer to achieve their true potential. Victoria again was 

victorious at the National competition conducted in Adelaide S.A. our fourth in a row. Efforts 

were made by mountain Districts to re-establish a section at the Royal Melbourne Show for 

Budgerigars in the cage bird section. It was poorly patronised. The Showing at the Royal seemed 

to be a show of the past and nobody seemed interested except to say it is a good idea to pursue 

as long as I don’t have to attend. 

1994. 

Council has gazetted an Adult Bird Classic Show after positive feed-back from members. It is to 

be held in March this year with the same point scoring format as the Young Bird Shield. It was 

very poorly attended and everyone from prominent exhibitors to average club members were 

chastised as to the apathy shown after positive feedback by all to the B.C.V. to organise and run 

said Show. Victoria was again victorious at the National Championships by 9 points from N.S.W. 

They were held in Perth, W.A. A major proposal was to introduce a variable class for three years 

and to monitor improvement in that variety as to acceptance as additional classes in the 

National Competition. Three Gippsland Clubs met to discuss and consider amalgamation as to 

poor membership in the area and Morwell was wound up with West Gippsland thriving and 

agreeing to merge with Sale to form The Gippsland Budgerigar Society. Meetings are held in the 

town of Yarragon monthly. Sale stepped away and went alone. The Adult Bird Classic Show is 

again gazetted for 1995. There were annual Young Bird and a first U.B.C. Shows between 

Geelong Camperdown / Colac & Portland around this era . 1990 was the first young bird show 

and 1994 the first U.B.C. show. There was also a Young Bird Club Challenge Show in Gippsland 

annually between the Gippsland clubs including Cranbourne and Dandenong. These were very 

popular Shows and well supported. Individual exhibitors awards with a Club allocation for points, 

to arrive at the Shield winner. Tasmania has requested and received approval from the National 

body to conduct an Any Age Challenge Show on the Saturday prior to the National Competition 

on the Sunday, next year 1995. This is to be an open Show to all individual Exhibitors Australia 

wide, without team participation. There were 31 Diploma Shows gazetted for 1995, and with 

falling numbers of members the Council asked for Clubs to consider holding combined Diploma 

Shows to increase numbers of birds on the bench. It was met with disdain. 

1995. 

It was official the quarantine centre at Spotswood will be closed because of the governments 

concerns as to megabacteriosis being traced to the Budgerigar imports. We are just getting used 

to seeing legally imported Budgerigars from the U.K. when an unscrupulous few start advertising 

German birds for sale. It was quiet amazing what these people went to, to exploit the legal 

system when only U.K. birds were supposedly allowed. On a brighter note Diploma Show 

numbers are up as the new look birds filter through the hobby, and the attitude is I can enter 

now as I am competitive, as the early importers legal and illegal lead is whittled back and in most 

cases forced them right on their back foot. It’s OK to have the stock but you have to know what 

to do with it on an ongoing basis. The English stock was well circulated around the country which 

was evident with Victoria being defeated in the National Competition in Tasmania. 

1996. 



There is 34 Societies still affiliated with the B.C.V. and most administrative  action ran smoothly 

with  just a little angst as to everyone trying to have their Diploma Shows in the first few months 

of the year. The National competition was held in Cairns as North & Central Queensland zone 

were the hosts. Victoria won by 5 points from N.S.W. with the late Ross Loats winning 3 classes. 

Eastern Districts won the Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield Competition by one point. Twenty 

one teams competed. The B.C.V. has completely rewritten the rules booklet and it became 

available to all financial members. There was a Classic Show held in conjunction with an Expo at 

Caulfield race course . It was only moderately supported. Planning is well underway for the 

B.C.V,s turn to host the A.N.B.C. National Competition next year. To be held in the St.Kilda town 

hall. There was a lot of comment as to introducing an Adult Bird Shield and moving the U.B.C. 

Shield date.  

1997. 

A big year with the National competition in Melbourne and a few changes via the  forward 

planning committee. 1. Clubs be given the option of holding their Diploma Show between July / 

December and having young bird deemed previous years rings as well as current year early bred 

rung birds. It was felt it gave late bred birds from the previous year and early bred birds from the 

current year to compete, plus birds out of condition at early Diploma Show times. 2. An Adult 

Bird Shield be held on the first Sunday in March and the Young & U.B.C. Shields stay as they are 

in their current designated time slots. Harry Eady retired as a Judge after 36 years of service. The 

Frank Gardner Shield on the Saturday and the A.N.B.C. National Competition on Sunday were an 

astounding success setting the bar high for all future National Competition weekends. Victoria 

was successful second time in a row. By 9.00am on the Sunday morning there was 550 chairs 

filled and standing room only filling fast waiting for the judging to start. Also the new format 

Auction of a pair of birds from successful respected breeders of that variety class only set a 

precedent of availability to anyone the chance to aquire an outsource of that variety. It has 

continued at every National Competition and is popular with everyone. The quality is there. 

Council also decided to hold an open day full of forum’s, vet advice, on diseases treatment and 

prevention with plenty of trade tables in attendance. Average participant response, with around 

20% of the hobbies members bothering to go. Missed a great informative day. Artificial 

Insemination was also a topic discussed for the first time and demonstrated by a council 

member of the B.C.V.  It was not widely accepted. The Council member soon seemed to become 

disinterested and promptly left the hobby. Which was a shame, as he was a very committed 

person in the hobby.  

1998. 

This was the year for the introduction of the first B.C.V. ADULT BIRD SHIELD held on the first 

Sunday in March. It was long awaited and well supported. Basically introduced to allow breeders 

to exhibit their birds from the English blood lines that supposedly took longer to mature. Which 

turned out to be a fallacy, as the main winning young birds from the previous year were 

successful again. Proving if the birds there it’s there, not hanging back waiting to grow as a lot of 

the so called new experts predicted. It was a chance to view mature birds that all but 

disappeared after the young bird season. The Show will grow in stature as has the young and 

U.B.C Shows. United was the winner of this Show.  Wangaratta Club closed down. This left 31 



Clubs affiliated with the B.C.V. There was comment as to future direction of the hobby and the 

B.C.V. as to encouraging membership and growing the Hobby.  Apathy seems to be the main 

reason that is mentioned and as long as the B.C.V. runs smoothly everyone seems content. 

Major debates as to membership decline, is prices of quality stock to breed with. It was 

suggested that new members will always go for pretty coloured bird as to champion grey greens 

because they are more pleasing to the eye. Sadly a lack of first placing’s or ribbons for 

beautifully coloured birds leads to loss of interest and eventually loss of members. But 21 clubs 

contested the Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield with United winning again. Victoria again won 

the A.N.B.C. National Competition by 8 points from N.S.W. that was held in Sydney. The A.N.B.C. 

has requested ideas for a standardised Logie to be submitted for all future national Shows. 

Reason being that the quality and cost of the Trophy for all classes which is now 20 and growing 

is getting out of the price range of the smaller States. It was also muted here that the A.N.B.C. 

should consider paying for the Logies in lots of seven years to co-inside with one complete 

revolution of competition. Show cage drinkers were made compulsory in all show cages at all 

shows. Plastic cages were discussed and a sample was being shown around the Clubs. Total rings 

for the year, coded 49,310, un-coded 6,500. There were 508 financial members. The Royal 

Melbourne Show Budgerigar Stand was well received by the public, but again entries were down 

on the show bench. Another open day was in the planning for next year. 

1999. 

This is a year for the tri-annual Council elections with enough people registering their intent to 

force a vote for councillors of your choice. Some clubs are using initiative and introducing a heat 

policy for Shows on extra hot days. Geoff Lowe from Warrnambool is to establish a B.C.V. web-

site. A positive innovation for the hobby, while opening up the Victorian Budgerigar scene to the 

world. United Society again dominated the 2nd. Adult Bird Shield with 15 clubs competing. The 

A.N.B.C. is also considering a web site. Alan Baxter and Lloyd Richardson passed the National 

Judges test bringing Victoria’s compliment of qualified national judges to nine. This year again 

was a year dominated by acrimonious comments and deeds as to exhibiting the English strain of 

birds and the support or non-support of different Clubs owing to personalities and the more 

agitated exhibitors not only exhibiting budgerigars bred from dubious establishments in 

different States but complaining bitterly when upon opening their mouth could not understand 

why they were not supported. It is called being a bad sport. For whatever reason quite a few 

people left the hobby around these times.  The National competition was held in Surfers 

paradise Sth. Qld. Victoria was again the clear winners. This was a record four wins in a row. The 

Clearbody variety was standardized and included in the National competition. The National 

Standard was entered into a re-write to include appropriate pictorials such as paintings of the 

bird required. But also including pictorials from 1935 onwards, as seen earlier in this history 

write. Examine loose leaf format for updates as an easier way make changes. There was 

movement for a dilute class to be included. We had B.C.V. Council elections with a better than 

50% return from exhibitor voting. A great return and a positive vote of confidence in the council 

for its handling of a few very contentious years. Also a positive return to Diploma Shows, with 24 

gazetted for the new year, including the now established 3 Shield Shows plus the National 

competition to be held in South Australia. The web site continues to make huge gains in 

information release to the hobby in Victoria and all around the world. 



2000. 

A decision was made that all Aspiring Judges can now judge at Diploma Shows but not in the 

Young Bird Sections where eligible for the Diploma. It was also gazetted that show cages that do 

not comply with the A.N.B.C. Standard will be put down at all Shows and deemed as marked 

cages. This includes drinkers. The A.N.B.C. is currently reviewing the Budgerigar Standard with 

the intent of upgrading the existing one. It will be a continuing task for the year via a draft copy 

being distributed for ongoing comment. Two paintings have been done by the noted English 

artist Roy Aplin as a start to a new pictorial view of the bird required. There will be seven 

paintings produced in all. Extra paintings showing bust form and a full side view. The provisional 

standard for the Clearbody variety has been written with nil response from any zone as to 

feedback in the positive or negative.  Victoria won the National Competition in Adelaide again 

equalling their previous record of five wins in a row. Open Judging at Diploma Shows was 

suggested as a way for exhibitors to see the way Judges work and also open up reasoning as to 

placing’s in the class. Twenty two Clubs competed in the Young Bird Shield. There are 451 active 

financial members with 43,500 coded rings issued and 5,000 un-coded. Twenty seven Clubs 

remain affiliated with the B.C.V. Ballarat. Bendigo. Border District. Camperdown Colac. 

Cranbourne. Dandenong. Diamond Valley. Eaglehawk. Eastern Districts. Geelong. Gippsland. 

Glenroy. Griffith. Horsham. Kyabram. Melton. Mountain Districts. Mount Gambier. Myrtleford. 

Nepean. Portland. Riverina. Sale. Southwest Victoria. Swan Hill. United. Western Suburbs. 

2001. 

The year arrived with the tri-annual elections of Council members again on the agenda. There 

was a great article printed on the evolution and origin of the Spangle variety. Not much was 

mentioned as to their circulation around the World. A name Rolf Christian, come to mind. There 

was also a nice photo of a Harry Bryan Spangle in the U.K.Show. The Clearbody standard was 

accepted. Again a Show even using exhibitor status points on offer was held in conjunction with 

the cage and aviary people at the Royal Melbourne Show. It was poorly supported. George 

Manallack passed away. A life member of the B.C.V. and probably the longest, and oldest 

breeder of Budgerigars in Australia. He can be traced back to the early thirty’s.  The National 

Competition was held in Freemantle W.A. with Victoria again winning. Six in a row. Ring issue 

was slightly up with a total of coded and un-coded rings being 51,300. 

2002. 

B.C.V. elections are again on the agenda. There was a large pet Expo at the Caulfield race course 

with limited budgerigar access allowed. Seven dedicated budgerigar fanciers committed to a 

safari to the U.K. to view the best of the best in Show at the B.S. Show in Doncaster. Then spend 

a few days exploring some top English breeders establishments. We were invited to explain at a 

seminar on the Sunday morning of the Doncaster Show with Jeff Atwood as host, to explain 

what happened to the 3,000 Budgerigar imports into Australia over the last few years. The 

improvement in our existing stock, and the changing of the shape, and style of the Budgerigar 

after these imports have made an impact. The group were also responsible for the safe 

importing of the Roy Aplin paintings, brought back as hand luggage. Did nothing to enhance the 

reputation of a S.A. breeder, when he was denied access to them totally. The B.C.V. put out a 

questionnaire via a planning committee as a ways and means of attracting and keeping new 



member. The response was very positive but in the main directed back to the small group as 

always to do the work. The resolve is that all that is put in place eventually goes back to the coal 

face for the Clubs to do the work. The Nationals were in Hobart with Tasmanian Budgerigar 

Society’s turn to host and Victoria was again successful. That is now seven straight wins in a row, 

further re-iterating Victoria’s dominance in exhibition budgerigars even with declining numbers 

and apathy creeping into the fancy again. There were twenty two applications for Diploma Show 

dates for 2003. A good recovery for the showing of birds as everyone has a bit of the English 

blood in their birds and is prepared to show it off. 

2003. 

It had to be reminded that late bred birds and early bred birds. Ie. Two ring colours could both 

be shown in later part of the years Diploma shows. The rule had been in since 1977. This was the 

first year a heat policy was enforced when it was gazetted and happened (44.7degree. c.) the 

show was cancelled. We were approached by N.S.W. Budgerigar Society as to a year change for 

the hosting of the National Competition. N.S.W. creep forward a year and Victoria goes back. We 

did not see a problem and this enabled them to be the host of the competition next year to co-

inside with their 50th. Year as a Budgerigar Society and the A.N.B.C 30th. Year in operation. This is 

all to be in Coffs Harbour. De-centralising. It will also be the first time the Green & Grey-green, 

Blue & Grey are split into their own separate Classes. Years of debate and finally common sense 

prevailed. Sneaky suspicion it was to allow N.S.W. to enlarge their Show to accommodate their 

big celebration as they were the main negative vote over the years to accommodating this 

enlargement of classes.  On that note Victoria was again victorious in Cairns hosted by the 

Queensland North & Central Zone. That was 8 straight wins in a row. My first National win, as 

well as the eighth as President of the B.C.V. a record that still stands. Everything was running 

quite smoothly on the administration side of the hobby with most of the say all do nothing 

participants either choosing to shut up or move on. Budgie News was down sized to half A4 size 

to control expenditure.  

2004. 

It was agreed and gazetted to have Diploma Shows use a Matrix the same as for the Young Bird 

Shield and the A.N.B.C. National Competition. A much simpler Matrix embraced by all. But it 

became rather complicated. The introduction of an, Any Other Standard Variety Class. The birds 

to be shown in this Class are ; Saddle-backs, Dark-eyed Clear, Dark-wing, Suffused Yellow & 

White including Grey yellow & Grey white.  With non- standard varieties being placed in their 

own class as they could only win their Class, and are not eligible for best in section therefore 

they cannot win a Diploma. For example; Cinnamon Clearwings, Cinnamon Grey-wings, Opaline 

Suffused Yellows & Whites, Slate, Half-sider, & Clearbody’s showing any variety other than 

Normal, Opaline, or Yellow-face.   The Double Factor Spangle was moved up the matrix and the 

Yellow-faced Double factor had to be shown in the Yellow Face Class.  The new Standard 

Pictorial of the Budgerigar was released. Twenty-one Clubs applied for a Diploma Show date as 

well as the three Shield Shows and the National Competition. Diploma Shows reported record 

numbers with Dandenong & Ballarat Shows held on the same day with over 1,000 birds on Show 

combined. The A.N.B.C. has written a Standard for Dilutes so the matrix will change again. 

N.S.W. managed to wrest the National Competition Shield away from us this year after eight 



years and hopefully fleetingly. We managed a credible second. The A.N.B.C. also introduced a 

National Hall of Fame for Breeder Excellence. Victoria’s first Inductees were Alan Rowe, Bruce 

Sheppard, Colin Flanagan, (Sheppard & Flanagan Partnership.) and John Tanner (deceased) of 

J&R Tanner partnership, not active any more. If you believe it is easy please check the 

attachment. Since the arrival of the English Budgerigar Annual Budgerigar Auctions abound. 

 

  



2005. 

The B.C.V. is the host of this year’s National A.N.B.C. Competition and it was held at the 

Melbourne Convention Centre. The young Bird shield was held on the Saturday and the National 

Competition on the Sunday. Because it was a one day Show there were three pairs of Judges 

operating at the one time. It was a bold new style of the event and was received accordingly. 

Victoria was the eventual winner reclaiming the Shield back from N.S.W. Exhibitors and Judges 

alike were again reminded that heavily flecked birds should be penalised harder and really have 

no place on the Show bench. Clubs were reminded that if they wished to hold a stand- alone 

U.B.C. Shows they were required to apply to the B.C.V. for an approval of the date for Exhibitor 

Status point to e awarded. Unfortunately Swan Hill Society has folded. Diploma Shows were 

again very well supported. By adding Exhibitor status points to the U.B.C. Club Show as well as 

the Diploma Shows strengthened the resolve for people to show around a few shows as well as 

their own club. Brasea an innovation of Warren Wilson N.S.W. giving awards at various Club 

Shows for the rarer varieties was also a good innovation gaining strength. The membership had 

reached a plateau and now seemed to be on the up. B.C.V. tri-annual elections were held this 

year with a new president and some new faces on the Council. The new A.N.B.C. Standard of 

budgerigar perfection is pictured above on the National Competition advertisement. 

2006. 

At all Shield Shows in future random cage numbering, introduced to protect the integrity of the 

Shield Competition. South-West Victorian Club is in decline due to member numbers reducing 

rapidly. There was twenty one Diploma Shows three Shield shows, a Gippsland shield Show ( a 

competition between the clubs in that locality.) The National Competition held in Caloundra 

hosted by South Queensland Budgerigar Society. N.S.W. won for a third time in a row with 

Victoria again coming second. The Adult Bird Shield attracted sixteen Clubs to exhibit a team 

with more birds on the bench cementing itself as a regular fixture in the yearly Show calendar. 

This year the R.S.P.C.A. was mysteriously informed by a person who has never attended a bird 

show that one Diploma Show was held on a day in excessive heat. Not taking into account that 

the Hall was air-conditioned, as are most cars. This forced the writing of an Official heat clause to 

be directed to all Clubs for future use. It did cause a couple of Clubs to cancel their Show based 

on the previous night’s weather report. There was a move by N.S.W. to move the ring issue date 

back to the September first of the previous year which was passed. There was also a motion for 

the three birds taken to the National competition to be benched. It was defeated by some very 

narrow minded zones. A report was commissioned as to Exhibitor Status points and the system 

will be revised because of the large number of Champion Exhibitors which have been elevated 

mainly because of the additional points allocated to a larger variety of shows. So the points have 

been doubled to 60 points over three years, up from 30. Fully implemented by 2009.  1993. Total 

point on offer over 12 months were 790 points.  2006. Total points on offer over 12 months  

2,360. It will have a tendency to again even out the Show status of all exhibition classes. There 

was three birds stolen from their respective show cages at a Diploma Show prompting extra 

security to be deemed necessary for all future shows. Low sneaky bastards we thought were not 

in this hobby. 

   



2007. 

This year saw the first new Club registered with the B.C.V. for quite a while. The Yarra Valley 

Budgerigar Society. This made twenty-four Societies registered. There were 18 Diploma Show 

dates requested. The year rolled smoothly with the National Competition to be hosted by the 

South Australian Budgerigar Society hosting. To enable aspiring Judges to get more experience 

the B.C.V. introduced a $50.00 re-imbursement to all Clubs that used them to Judge at their 

Diploma Show. Excluding Young Bird Classes. Judges fees increased to $50.00 plus $ 0.15 per 

kilometre of travel. The release date of the bird rings Is proposed to bring it forward to the 1st. 

September of the previous year. Hence a young bird exhibited at the National competition at the 

end of May can now be eighteen months old. This will be ratified by the A.N.B.C. at the 

delegates meeting in Western Australia. Victoria was returned to the winning circle at the 

National Competition and was treated to the worst case of sour grapes / bad sportsmanship 

ever experienced at this competition with the President of the previous year winning zone 

refusing to award the Shield or compliment the winning zone President as had always been the 

custom.  Talk about spitting the dummy. This was the B.C.V.s 20th win out of 33 shows. 

Unfortunately at the start of the year we gained a Club, but at the end we saw the demise of 

Eaglehawk Club from the Bendigo district. 

2008. 

Twenty one Diploma Show dates have been gazetted. There was a great deal of work done on a 

new updated rule booklet. Council elections are on the yearly agenda again this year.  W.A. 

Budgerigar Society is hosting the National Competition this year in Busselton in May. Although 

Victoria was 68% in favour of the ring issue date change there was a fair degree of debate as to 

young birds as against adult birds 21 months old. The B.C.V. decided to draw up a working 

procedure paper as to the handling and deployment of the National team. This is for the birds 

best care in a best practice environment. There was a slight increase in memberships this year. 

The Adult Bird Shield has been re-named the Harry Eady Adult Bird Shield as a way of honouring 

Harry for his contribution to the Budgerigar Hobby in Victoria over four to five decades. Griffith 

Budgerigar & Cage Bird Society is holding their 50th. Golden Anniversary Show this year. 

Unfortunately another Club folded because of lack of members so Sale in Gippsland is no more. 

Violets will be included as a stand- alone class in future. Victoria retained the National Shield in 

W.A. but only being decided on the last class judged the Hens. A Promotional working 

Committee was set up by some of the more enthusiastic members of the Council and hobby to 

try to become more creative in attracting new members. The Auctions still attract plenty of 

strong bidders and huge dollars are being paid for some birds which does seem to scare off new 

beginners to the hobby. 

2009. 

The Show season started with a bang as did the weather. Hot was an understatement. This 

forced a Heat Clause to be written as law and to be abided by to the letter of the law. A dimwit 

of an exhibitor caused his wife to complain to the R.S.P.C.A. as to a Show being run on one hot 

day in excess of the temperature stated on the news report the night before. Not taking into 

account the Hall was air-conditioned, all cars are air-conditioned and the Show was finished by 

midday. She was not even present to see the conditions. No birds suffered. The B.C.V.s heat 



clause now has the power to not award a Diploma Certificate or any Exhibitor Status points if a 

Show is held in temperatures exceeding 35 degrees. There is also a discretionary clause that if 

the temperature exceeds 35 degrees but is forecast less no penalty will apply. After all the birds 

are quite valuable so why would anyone willingly risk them for a few points. Also the R.S.P.C.A. 

accepted the clause 100%. The bush-fire season was horrific so the B.C.V. Council on everyone’s 

behalf donated $5,000.00 to the bush-fire relief fund. Melton Club also held a fund raising day 

and managed a donation of $600.00. The National Competition is to be held in Burnie Tasmanian 

Budgerigar Society hosting. With Sale closing last year so to saw the demise of the Gippsland 

Shield as with Cranbourne closing a few years earlier it only left two Clubs and interest seemed 

to wane quickly. A new inter-Club competition had their first competition Show which was a 

great success. Held between United, East District, and Dandenong, and is annually on-going. 

Victoria was having trouble recognising the dilute budgerigar, while a new colour mutation has 

evolved in Europe. It is known as ANTHRACITE. To me it is a double grey coloured bird, it is not 

black. Difference is cheek patches are dark grey also. Anthracite is not available in Australia. 

Twenty Diploma Shows were gazetted as well as the Adult, Young, Nationals, and U.B.C. Council 

Shows. A new Club came into existence and we welcomed Monash, a southern suburban club. 

But again on that note the Griffith Club because of lack of members and apathy has been forced 

to close, just after making their 50th. Show. For the first time since the Adult Bird Shield Show 

came on the scene it has been won by another Club rather than United. Congratulations Melton. 

They also managed the Young Bird Shield. Victoria won the National Competition in Burnie 

Tasmania. An Assisting Insemination kit and DVD. Became available as a means to produce more 

bigger and better budgerigars but was not widely taken up by the general population of fanciers. 

It seems a bit hard and it is also too easy to destroy the cock bird for good.     

2010. 

This is the year the ring Issue date has been moved back by three months to the first of 

September. It means if you start breeding to accommodate the earlier ring issue date the birds 

can be at the National Competition date three months older, making them twenty-one months 

old not seventeen months. Could be classed as adults. The National Competition is in 

Rockhampton this year hosted by Queensland North & Central Zone, and is a week later than the 

last thirty five competitions, with no plausible reason. Victoria won anyway. The ADULT BIRD 

SHIELD has been named after Harry Eady in future as a way of recognising and awarding his 

contribution to the Budgerigar Hobby in Victoria over many years. The Southwest Victoria 

Budgerigar Club located in Warrnambool has ceased to exist a victim of falling numbers. The 

new ring issue date means now the U.B.C. Show can have two coloured rings as well as double 

rung birds. Quite complicated. Ring orders remain constant around 40,000 per annum. The 

U.B.C. Show had an increase in birds on the bench even allowing for the later date. 

2011. 

Rings went up in price to $0.50 each. The National competition is N.S.W.s tern to host and it is to 

be staged in Canberra the National Capital. There is to be a trial of all birds taken to the National 

to be benched. Three birds to each class per zone, with only the highest two from any zone 

scoring points. This is for two years and then resorting to only two birds taken and benched for a 

two year trial also to see the effect. An increase in classes in the latter trial to cover the short 



fall. Or short sightedness. Sixteen Club Diploma Shows gazetted with two stand alone, Club 

U.B.C. Shows.  The Violet was introduced as a point scoring class in the State Shows. Victoria was 

going for it’s fifth National win in a row but were pipped at the post in Canberra by N.S.W.  

2012. 

Victoria’s turn to host the National Competition and decentralising was the theme with the 

Geelong City basketball centre being the venue. With an input of the Geelong City Council , 

Tourism promotion Geelong, the Geelong Club members and the fancy in general it was a great 

success and Victoria even had the Shield returned to it’s rightful owners. Also the three birds on 

the bench being a great success.  A very positive approach as it is very disappointing if you 

manage a bird in the State National team only to have it left in the holding area, seen by no-

body. The Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield had an increase in entries probably because of 

Victoria hosting the National Competition.  At a forum it was noted that with a reduction of birds 

on the bench next year, reduced to two from each zone extra classes will be added to make up 

numbers. This idea and collation of data was introduced and virtually sidestepped from all the 

Eastern states. The general membership had little knowledge or interest in the many changes 

that minority groups seem to be pushing for whatever their own agenda. Finally the B.C.V. 

agreed to inform all members all future A.N.B.C. communications as they arise. The National 

Show Competition management has shifted to a broad based multi -state participation with a 

common computer program and personal contributing to the betterment of the hobby. 

2013. 

There is a new Club registered. Coming out of Shepparton, Goulburn Valley. Twenty three Clubs 

affiliated with the B.C.V. The National competition is in Toowoomba this year hosted by South 

Queensland Budgerigar Society. This was the first show where two birds per variety, only are 

taken and exhibited per zone. There is also a rethink on the perch size of 16mm back to 12mm. 

Also the powder coated cage fronts. Again a few with limited think through ability pushing their 

own barrow for ill effect. The two birds per class lacked as a presentable exhibition when there 

was a few scratching’s and left holes on the bench it was not widely accepted. Victoria was 

successful winning again. 

2014. 

The year started with the Club’s  Annual Diploma Shows with some very nice modern birds 

benched. 17 Clubs applied for Diploma Show dates. Most Clubs moving away from the early start 

owing to the heat policy and the ability to hold a Diploma Show in May as the National 

competition is again in late June in Adelaide hosted by the South Australian Budgerigar Society. 

This is the 40th. National competition with the final year of the two birds taken per class and two 

birds on the Show Bench. The Council has changed one rule at their A.G.M. reducing the quorum 

from 12 to 10 on voting. Another sign of the shrinking hobby, and slight apathy within the 

membership. Victoria is still the strongest and most cohesive organization for Budgerigar 

breeders in Australia. The Australian Golden Face is a variety back in the Show schedule, 

neglected for years after the importations of the English variety. Victoria was again victorious in 

Adelaide winning the National competition again. This being the third year in succession. Next 

year the Nationals return to three birds from each variety on the bench with the highest two 



scoring points and 4 new classes added. (Violet, Australian yellow face, Dilute, & Spangle AOSV.)  

Dark Eyed Clears will be an exhibition class for a further two years. 27 Classes in total. This is up 

8 classes on the last 10 years. At the Nationals Peter Thurn from the Melton Club achieved Hall 

of Fame accreditation for his national winning achievements. Seven first place wins. Victoria was 

again the overall winner of the competition, a good result. The A.N.B.C. has advised that a new 

ring manufacturer was required for 2015 with the retirement of Chapman rings from N.S.W. This 

has to be a priority as to sourcing and achieving delivery to meet the January one 2015 issue.  

There will be no coded rings. There will be two ring issues only. The Harry Eady Adult Bird Shield 

was a great success with the highest number of Clubs competing since 2004. (16 Clubs.) An 

updated Show Rule booklet was issued to all members. Changes made to the running of Shows, 

with changes also to the Judging criteria. Bendigo held their Diploma Show in May and it was 

their 60th. There was a large display of memorabilia that had been collected over the years the 

Clubs passage in time. There was also a commemorative booklet printed of their history. It was a 

great day. The National competition returns to W.A. next year and with a small minority State 

membership they will be pressed to accommodate the new classes and 3 birds per class. It is a 

big step up. 

2015. 

Harry Eady passed away aged 94. A great innings and he was honoured in having the Adult Bird 

Shield named after him in 2008. For his outstanding contribution to the hobby, since the early 

1950’s. Both on the State and National  levels. He was instrumental in the initial organization of 

the National competition at a meeting in Griffiths many years ago. Eastern District Club again 

were represented at the Lilydale Agricultural Show and Dandenong Club held their Diploma 

Show with the City of Kingston Pet Expo day, with a positive contribution from the B.C.V.  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 


